
Who can guess the focus of this 

presentation?

R _ _ _ _ _ _ _ N

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rb0UmrCXxVA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rb0UmrCXxVA


Which of these sounds like your approach?





Before you do any revision…



Preparation

Energy levels

Re-hydrate

Focus fuels

Omega 3’s

Re-think brain blockers

Macro-nutrients

Power yourself to PERFORM… 

Pre plan your meals & snacks during your revision and exams so that 

you give your brains and bodies the best possible fuel for maximum 

efficiency and therefore greatest success.

AVOID THIS!



‘Power to 

PERFORM’ 

guidance sheet

– parents / 

guardians can 

support you 

with this, when 

they go food 

shopping! 



Before you do any revision…



Personalise 

YOUR 

revision 

to make 

that… 



1: Spacing … timetable of revision



Making every 25 minute block

count…..



What is spacing?

or 7/8

or 6

or 5



English – social context

Maths – arithmetic sequences

English intervention morning 

at school

French intervention morning 

at school

RS – attitudes to war

Maths – quadratic equations

Maths intervention day at 

school

English – Candy

Science – equations

Graphics – Bar codes

Maths – stratified sampling

P.E. – skeletal system

English – Candy

Maths - quadratic equations

English – social context

History – Anti-Semitism laws
RS – denominations

Graphics– CAD
RS – euthanasia 

P.E. – respiratory system

Geography – case study

Maths –sampling

Sociology - perspectives 

RS – attitudes to war

Science – equations

French – Environment

Geography – drainage

P.E. – muscular system

History – Anti-Semitism laws
Training

Maths – bimodial distribution

P.E. – muscular system

Geography – river discharge

Science – equations

RS – euthanasia 

French – orals

Graphics – Bar codes 

Cinema with friends

My birthday

Football match

English – social context

RS – attitudes to war

P.E. – muscular system

What does spacing look like?

Year 11 Easter Revision Timetable

Maths intervention day at 

school

Be specific about what you’re revising and when



Easter Revision Timetable - Week 2

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

Morning

Afternoon

Evening





2. Organising information



2:



What are the 

keywords you need 

to know for that 

specific topic?

Simplify what it is 

you need to know 

about each 

keyword

How does it all tie in 

together? 

Put it in context. 

How would it relate 

to an exam 

question?





3. Chunking



From units to flash cards

Maths

statistics

algebra

analysing

representing

expressions

Quadratic 

equations

factorising

Completing the 

square

Expanding 

brackets

simplifying

Box plots

Cumulative 

frequency

Averages from 

a grouped 

table

keywords



Analysing keywords 

and definitions

 Mean (average)

 Median - The median average is the middle number, when all numbers 

are in ascending size order.

 Mode - The mode is the number, or item, which occurs most often in a set 

of data.

 Range and interquartile range - In statistics, a range shows how 

spread a set of data is. The bigger the range, the more spread out the data 

and the smaller the range, the more consistent the data.

 Continuous data - Continuous data are obtained by measuring, using an 

instrument or a thermometer, and cannot, therefore be exact. Examples of 

continuous data are the length of a room and the weight of an apple.

FRONT BACK



J. B. Priestley

 Much of his writing was ground-breaking and 

controversial.

 During 1930s became concerned about 

consequences of social inequality

 Believed further world wars only avoided through 

cooperation between countries

 Active in the early movement for a United Nation

 Deliberately set play in 1912 because date 

represented era when all very different from the 

time of writing: 

FRONT BACK





You have twenty seconds 

to remember the items on the 

following slide…





Which item has been removed?







How many items were there?

1. Sweets

2. Banana

3. Bottle

4. Crisps

5. Bag

6. Hat

7. Folder

8. Phone

9. Ruler

10. Rubber

11. Pen

12. lipstick



Is there a way of 

grouping items to 

help you remember?



4 x food

4 x 

equipment

4 x 

belongings



How can you help your memory work?

1. Sort items into sets

2. Place 3 or 4 items in a group

3. Test yourself regularly

4.   Use colour to code lists



What were the twelve items?



Back in class
With the support of your Form Tutor 

1. Create one flashcard for a topic / question / idea. Base it upon a subject you have 
today, because you will have an exercise or textbook with you. Make it a flashcard 
that a parent or guardian could test you on!

2. Plan a 2 week Easter revision timetable. Make sure you include: 

• organized intervention sessions at school; planned social activities; greater 
time for your weaker areas.

THANKS FOR LISTENING.



Additional slides for FTs to use 

during registration time

• Metacognition

• Being organised

• YouTube ‘tutorials’ – I liked these – very user friendly

• A few other revision strategy templates that might suit you



4. Metacognitive strategies

Knowing steps and 

timings involved in your 

assessments

Learning coping 

strategies e.g. 

acronyms, checklists, 

de-stress techniques

Using memory aids to 

recall key information  

e.g. mnemonics 



When / where do 

I focus best?

right place and 

time to work

What order 

should I study?

plan study 

timetable

What do I already 

know about this?

link to prior 

knowledge

How do I 

study best?

read, chunk, 

diagrams, quiz

How am I 

getting on?

review 

progress

What else do I 

need to know?

focus on 

weaknesses 

1 2 3

4 5 6

Six steps to organise independent studies



Some YouTube clips to guide students
How to make a revision timetable

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PzcV4aOB8bE

How to use Flash Cards | Flashcards Study Tips (5 mins)

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p3-o0pxDrL0

How to Study Effectively with Flash Cards - College Info Geek  (8 mins)

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mzCEJVtED0U

How to make flashcards

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WGvO98aAcU4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PzcV4aOB8bE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p3-o0pxDrL0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mzCEJVtED0U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WGvO98aAcU4


Recording & listening to notes

One of the best ways to learn is to listen. 

You have the ability to record information onto your phone or 

computer. You can build up a series of brief notes that you 

can then play back to yourself at anytime of the day or night.



What should I record?

1. Keep it brief: 3 - 5 minutes

2. Make it focussed, e.g.:

- Cause/feature/consequence

- Point/evidence/explanation

- Strand of a mind map





Main idea 1 Main idea 2 Main idea 3 Main idea 4

Chapter theme / topic

Specific detail 
A

Specific detail 
B

Specific detail 
C

Specific detail 
D

Specific detail 
E

Specific detail 
F

Specific detail 
G

Specific detail 
H

Specific detail 
I

Specific detail 
J

Specific detail 
K

Specific detail 
L

Link TwoLink One Link Three




